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Abstract—Outsourcing the design of deep neural networks may
incur cybersecurity threats from the hostile designers. This paper
studies a new covert channel attack that leaks the inference
results over the air through a hostile design of the neural
network architecture and the computing device’s electromagnetic
radiation when executing the neural network. Specifically, the
hostile neural network consists of a series of binary models
that correspond to all classes and are executed sequentially. The
execution terminates once any binary model given the input is
positive about its responsible class. We describe an approach to
generate such binary models by pruning a benign neural network
that is trained using the standard method to deal with all the
classes. Compared with the benign neural network, the hostile one
has similar memory usage and negligible classification accuracy
drop, but distinct inference times for the samples of different
classes. As a result, the hostile neural network’s classification
result can be eavesdropped by measuring the duration of the
electromagnetic radiation emanated from the computing device.
As neural networks are stored and transmitted as data files, this
covert channel attack is more stealthy to the anti-malware than
other code-based attacks. We implement the described attack
on two edge computing devices that execute the hostile neural
network on CPU or GPU. Evaluation shows 100% empirical
accuracy in eavesdropping the inference results.
Index Terms—Covert channel; electromagnetic radiation; neural network.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Deep neural networks (DNNs) have shown appealing performance in various applications, e.g., computer vision, speech
recognition, natural language processing, and etc. However,
designing and training an advanced DNN often require extensive expertise and massive compute power with hardware
acceleration. For instance, it is estimated that Google spends
more than 1.3 million US$ to train a natural language processing DNN for a single run [1]. Many companies and organizations in general lack the required expertise and thereby risk
wasting costly compute time even if they can access massive
compute power in the cloud and dare the design challenge.
To make deep learning more accessible, Deep Learning as a
Service (DLaaS) [2] and privatization development strategy
[3], [4] have emerged. DLaaS is a cloud environment with
hardware acceleration and toolkit that simplifies and automates
the DNN designing process. In the simplest workflow, after the
user uploads the training data, the DLaaS returns the trained
DNN together with the performance report. In the privatization
development strategy, the customer pays an expert individual
§ Part of this work was completed while Chaojie Gu was with the School
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or company for designing and training the DNN. The experts
can be obtained via crowdsourcing competitions through the
existing platforms (e.g., Kaggle).
However, the above DNN design outsourcing schemes (i.e.,
DLaaS, privatization, and crowdsourcing competition) may
incur cybersecurity threats from the hostile DNN designer.
For instance, the recent studies [5], [6] show that the hostile
designer can implant a backdoor to the DNN, which, once
triggered by a certain pattern in the inference sample, can
induce the DNN to yield wrong inference result. In this paper,
we study and verify the feasibility of a new covert channel
attack that leaks the inference result of the DNN running on
an air-gaped computing device. In a nutshell, the DNN is
designed such that it has distinct execution times for different
inference results, which can be sensed by measuring the
electromagnetic radiation of the computing device. Thus, once
such a hostile DNN is deployed, the covert channel presents
a persistent confidentiality threat throughout the run time.
Recent studies [7]–[10] have shown that personal computer’s Power Management Unit (PMU), which is a microcontroller governing the power supplies of computer components
for energy efficiency, generates electromagnetic radiation at a
certain frequency when the central processing unit (CPU) is
busy. This creates a user-space covert channel, by which the
attacker can modulate the CPU utilization to transmit information bits across the air gap. In this paper, we show through
experimentation that the PMU-based electromagnetic covert
channel is also available on the emerging edge computing
devices equipped with graphics processing units (GPUs), e.g.,
the NVIDIA Jetson AGX Xavier [11] and Jetson Nano [12].
This is because such edge computing platforms also integrate
the Power Management Integrated Circuits (PMICs) to manage
the power supplies of CPU and GPU.
The availability of the electromagnetic covert channel on
GPU-equipped edge devices motivates us to investigate the
possibility of leaking the inference results of the DNN running
on either the CPU or GPU of the edge device. To this end,
we design a hostile DNN architecture that consists of a series
of binary models, each sensitive to the samples of a particular
class. Such binary models are generated by pruning a benign
DNN that is trained using the standard method to deal with
all classes. In the inference phase after the hostile DNN
is deployed on the edge device, when given a sample, the
binary models in the hostile DNN are executed sequentially
and the execution process terminates once any binary model
yields a positive result. The terminating binary model suggests

the final classification result. As such, the inference time is
strongly correlated with the classification result. Therefore, by
measuring the time duration of the PMIC’s electromagnetic
radiation, an external eavesdropper can obtain the classification
result over the air. In addition, from our extensive evaluation,
the hostile DNN has similar memory usage and negligible
classification accuracy drop compared with the benign DNN.
Vis-à-vis the existing PMU-based electromagnetic covert
channel attacks [7]–[10] that use useless computation to
exhaust the CPU naively, our attack inherently embeds the
covert channel into the useful inference computation via DNN
architecture. As DNN architecture and parameters are stored
as data and loaded by certain deep learning frameworks (e.g.,
TensorFlow) for execution, our attack is more stealthy than the
code-based CPU exhaustion attack method to the anti-malware
that can analyze the behaviors of scripts and executables. Our
study provides insights into understanding the implications of
DNN architecture on information confidentiality.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows.
• We show via experimentation that the PMU-based electromagnetic covert channel is also available on edge
computing devices when the computation is executed
mainly on either CPU or GPU.
• We present an approach to generate a hostile DNN that
has distinct inference times for different classes. Thus,
this DNN leaks inference results via the PMU-based
electromagnetic covert channel.
• We evaluate the presented covert channel attack on several platforms using CPU or GPU to execute the hostile
DNNs on a number of datasets. An attacker using a cheap
software-defined radio achieves 100% empirical accuracy
in eavesdropping the inference results.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the background. Section III presents the measurements regarding the electromagnetic covert channel on edge
devices. Section IV presents the approach to construct the hostile DNN. Section V presents evaluation results. Section VII
reviews related works. Section VI discusses limitations and
countermeasures. Section VIII concludes this paper.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Electromagnetic Radiation on Power Management Unit
1) Power Management: Power management is a technology
that helps modern computers save power, improve thermal
performance and energy efficiency. Among various power
management functions, managing the power supply to the
CPU is critical because the CPU consumes about 30% of the
total power [13]. Dynamic Frequency-Voltage Scaling (DFVS)
and clock gating are two representative power management
techniques. DFVS adjusts the CPU clock frequency and the
supply voltage according to the performance requirements.
Clock gating sets the unused units in a processor at a low
power state, typically by removing the clocking signal. These
CPU power management techniques help conserve power and
reduce the heat generated by the CPU.

To save more power, modern computer CPUs combine the
abovementioned techniques and customize their power management policies based on Advanced Configuration and Power
Interface (ACPI) [14]. ACPI is an open standard for operating
systems to communicate with computer hardware components
and perform power management. ACPI defines multiple power
states (C States) and performance states (P States) to describe
idleness and performance of a CPU, respectively. Among all
P States, a higher number represents a lower performance
state. For example, the P0 state is the highest state resulting in
maximum power and frequency. Differently, the C0 represents
the normal state of the CPU. A higher number in C State
stands for higher idleness. Different manufacturers develop
different power management implementations based on APCI.
Examples include Demand Based Switching (DBS) in Intel
processors and “PowerNow!” in AMD processors.
2) Voltage Regulator Module: To allow the CPU to control
its power levels actively, most PMUs and PMICs utilize
a Voltage Regulator Module (VRM) to control the supply
voltage. The CPU sends hardware signals, e.g., Voltage Identification [15], to VRM to control the voltage. The VRM is
usually plugged into or soldered onto a motherboard. Some
other VRMs are integrated into the CPU’s package or the
CPU’s silicon die.
The Buck converter (step-down converter) is the most
widely used implementation for the voltage regulator. It is
a DC-to-DC converter that steps down the voltage. A Buck
converter consists of a capacitor at its output. To keep the
output voltage stable on the required level, the Buck converter
periodically connects to the capacitor to refill it. In a refilling
period, the power-on time and the power-off time are denoted
by ton and tof f , respectively. A switching period Tswitch is
the sum of ton and tof f . Accordingly, the switching frequency
1
. The VRM changes ton and tof f to
is computed by Tswitch
control the final output voltage changes in a switching period.
3) Electromagnetic Radiation: The VRM switching generates a burst of current in circuits. According to Faraday’s law,
the burst further changes the electromagnetic field near the
VRM. The periodic VRM switching induces electromagnetic
radiation (EMR) at a certain frequency. Note that the frequency
of the PMU EMR is not the same as the switching frequency.
Instead, it is the frequency of the capacitor’s refilling frequency, which is the reciprocal of the interval between two
consecutive ton .
Recall that the VRM controls the final output voltage by
changing ton and tof f . If the switching period remains unchanged, the control forms a Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM).
Differently, in Pulse-Frequency Modulation (PFM), the ton is
fixed, while tof f is variable, resulting in a changeable switching frequency. PWM and PFM have their advantages and
disadvantages when the CPU loading varies. Emerging VRMs
adopt a combination of these two modulation schemes [16].
Different voltage control methods have different capacitor
refilling frequencies, exhibiting different PMU EMR patterns
on the spectrum. For instance, the PMU EMR emitted by a
VRM with PWM has a fixed frequency. Although different
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Fig. 3. Spectrogram of the PMU EMR on Jetson Nano caused by CPU and
GPU activities.

Fig. 1. The method for generating PMU EMR using CPU.
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Fig. 2. Spectrogram of PMU EMR caused by CPU activities on a laptop
computer and the corresponding time-domain signal after Band Pass Filter.

Fig. 4. Spectrogram of the PMU EMR on Jetson AGX Xavier caused by
CPU and GPU activities, respectively.

VRMs have different voltage modulation methods, the switching frequency always has a lower bound and an upper bound.
For example, the switching frequency of an Intel VRM ranges
from 500 kHz to 1.2 MHz [17]. Many commercial off-theshelf Software-Defined Radio (SDR) devices can receive these
frequencies and have enough bandwidth. For example, RTLSDR v3 can receive frequencies from 500 kHz up to 1.75 GHz
with a 2.4 MHz bandwidth, which costs about 25US$ [18].
Thus, we can observe the PMU EMR using a cheap SDR
device. Moreover, the PMU EMR signals become strong when
the processor performs intensive tasks and weak when the
processor is in an idle state.

III. C OVERT C HANNEL AVAILABILITY ON E DGE D EVICES

B. PMU EMR Proof-of-Concept
To demonstrate the PMU EMR is caused by switching
between the idle state and the busy state of a processor, we
design a proof-of-concept example for CPU (as shown in
Fig. 1). We implement the example in Python. The CPU’s idle
time and active time are represented by t idle and t active,
respectively. We perform increment operations continuously to
keep the CPU in the active state for t active. Similarly, the
CPU stays in the idle state for t idle. The t idle and t active
are set to 1 ms.
We run the programs on a MacBook Pro 2015 and receive
the PMU EMR signal using an RTL-SDR v3. Fig. 2(a) shows
the spectrogram of the received signals. We can see that the
PMU EMR shows a “spike” pattern when the CPU is in the
active state. The central frequency of the PMU EMR is near
900 kHz. As shown in Fig. 2(b), after passing a Band-Pass
Filter (BPF), the PMU EMR is weak but does not disappear
when the CPU is in the idle state.

As discussed in Section II-A, the activities in processors
create PMU EMR around VRM. We further conduct experiments to confirm the association between the PMU EMR and
processors’ states on edge devices.
A. PMU EMR on Edge Devices
The NVIDIA Jetson Nano and Jetson AGX Xavier are
two representative edge computing devices. Both Nano and
AGX Xavier have a high-efficient PMIC to optimize power
efficiency. Besides PMU EMR triggerd by CPU activities, we
also investigate whether the GPU on edge devices can trigger
the PMU EMR. Similar to the algorithm in Fig. 1, as shown in
Fig. 5, we implement the program for generating PMU EMR
by controlling the active and idle time of the GPU. We use
TensorFlow [19], one of the most widely used deep learning
frameworks, to implement the program.
Jetson Nano. Jetson Nano has a Quad-core ARM A57 CPU
and a 128-core Maxwell GPU. As shown in Fig. 3, the
PMU EMR on Jetson Nano exhibits a unique vertical “stripe”
pattern. The PMU EMRs caused by CPU and GPU activities
have the same pattern. The central frequency of the PMU EMR
is near 950 kHz.
Jetson AGX Xavier. Jetson AGX Xavier has an 8-core ARM
64-bit CPU and a 512-core Volta GPU. The PMU EMR
on AGX Xavier has a similar “spike” pattern as the laptop
computer. As shown in Fig. 4(b), when the Jetson Xavier is
idle, the central frequency of the PMU EMR is about 960 kHz.
The central frequency of the PMU EMR hops to 1 MHz when
the processor is in the active state.
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Fig. 6. Attack setup.

We further conduct experiments to confirm that the association between the PMU EMR and processor states. We
change the t idle and t active to different values, as shown
in Fig. 1 and Fig. 5. We observe that the PMU EMR signals
that represent idle and active states change accordingly at run
time.
On Nano and AGX Xavier, the support for power management can be divided into CPUIdle, which guides power
usage when the CPU is idle, and CPUFreq, which governs
power usage when it is active. We can change the device tree
to disable CPUIdle by editing the command line. Similarly,
we can boost clock speed to the maximum to disable PState. To check how CPUIdle and CPUFreq affect the PMU
EMR, we try to disable either one or both. For Nano, if
we disable CPUIdle, the CPUFreq is disabled too. Both the
CPU and GPU run at the highest frequencies. For Xavier,
no matter how we enable/disable CPUIdle and CPUFreq, we
can still observe the PMU EMR because the PMU EMR
signals that represent idle/active states of processors are at
different frequencies. We also notice that the PMU EMRs are
salient even when the processors do not have intensive tasks.
Although the PMU EMR channel cannot accurately describe
the idle/active time of the processor, the association between
PMU EMR and processor states is strong enough for designing
a covert channel.
IV. ATTACK D ESIGN
This section presents the detailed design of the proposed
covert channel attack. We first overview the attack setup and
then present how to construct the hostile DNN and receive
leaked inference results.
A. Attack Setup
Fig. 6 shows the setup of the covert channel attack. The
upper part shows the perspective of the attack, while the lower
part is from the perspective of the victim. The attacker first
builds the covert channel by manipulating the neural network
architecture. Thus, the attacker can eavesdrop on the covert
channel on a host device. The victim uses the hostile model
to infer the classification results of input samples.
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B. Construction of the Hostile DNN (Transmitter)
The construction of the hostile DNN consists of four steps:
data reshuffling, submodels pruning, submodels retraining, and
class serialization.
1) Data Reshuffling: The benign neural network model uses
all-class training data to achieve multi-class inference. The
data reshuffling reorganizes data into multiple binary classes.
Fig. 7 presents the data reshuffling process. For a certain class
C, the training data is divided into two classes based on it,
i.e., C and N on − C. For example, “Dog” and “Non-Dog”.
However, dividing the training data into two classes will cause
imbalanced data volumes in the new dataset. For example, in
CIFAR10, the N on − C class data will be nine times the C
class data. Thus, we only use the same number of N on − C
class data samples as the number of C class data samples
instead of using all the N on−C class data samples. This subdataset is equally sampled from each class within the N on−C
class.
2) Submodels Pruning: After data reshuffling, we obtain
the same amounts of C and N on − C class data samples.
Taking all C class data as input, we output the feature maps
of each convolutional layer. For each feature map in one layer,
we compute its Average Percentage of Zero (APoZ) [20].
(i)
Let Oc denote the output of the c-th channel in the i-th
(i)
layer, the AP oZc of the c-thPneuron
in the i-th layer is
P
(i)

(i)

N

M

f (O (i) ,j(k)=0)

c
k
j
, where
AP oZc = AP oZ(Oc ) =
N ×M
f (·) = 1 if true, and f (·) = 0 if false, M denotes the
(i)
dimension of output feature map of Oc , and N denotes the
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total number of validation examples. If the APoZ of a feature
map is higher than a threshold, the corresponding kernel will
be removed. The joined submodels (i.e., the model with the
covert channel) will have a similar or smaller size than the
benign one by adopting submodels pruning.
3) Submodels Retraining: The pruned submodels need to
be retrained to generate the final binary models. The retrained
binary model is in general much smaller than the original
model. The attacker can tune the pruning parameters to let the
size of the hostile model close to the benign one. A detailed
comparison will be given in Section V.
4) Class Serialization: Finally, we concatenate the submodels sequentially. The data will be fed into the submodels one
by one. Instead of running through all the submodels, the
joined model performs an early stop if the output probability
of one submodel is higher than a threshold. Compared with the
benign model, the hostile model’s inference times for different
classes are distinct while the overall classification accuracy is
retained.
C. Covert Channel Receiver
We conduct three steps to extract information through the
covert channel, including bandpass filtering, moving average,
and binary quantization.
Although the PMU EMR has different central frequencies
on different devices, the PMU EMR has a fixed central
frequency for a particular type of device. Thus, we can apply
a Band Pass Filter (BPF) on the received signals to extract the
PMU EMR and improve the Signal-to-Noise Ratio.
As shown in Fig. 8, the PMU EMR has a rising edge when
the processor switches from the idle state to the active state.
Based on this observation, we can apply a Running Average
Filter (RAF) on the BPFed signals to retain this edge and
reduce random noises. The RAF’s window length, denoted
by lRAF , is decided by the receiver’s sampling rate. Fig. 8
presents a PMU EMR signal segment before and after RAF.
We can see that the RAF smoothes the signal and zooms in
the edges.
Since the distance between the eavesdropper and the host
device may change, we apply an auto-quantization approach
to gain the processor states. We use ‘0’ and ‘1’ to represent
the processor’s idle state and active state, respectively. A
magnitude threshold decides these two states. We can learn
the Probability Density Function (PDF) of the filtered signals
to find the threshold. For example, as shown in Fig. 9, the

RTL-SDR

Fig. 11. Setup of eavesdropper.

magnitude values of the filtered signal mainly gather into two
clusters. We can find peak magnitude values in each cluster,
i.e, pidle and pactive . We can get the threshold, denoted by α,
by averaging these two clusters’ magnitude values. With this
threshold, we can apply the quantization function in Eq. 1
to the filtered signals. The data points greater than α are
converted to 1. The data points less than α are converted to
0.
(
1, S(t) > α
pidle + pactive
. (1)
Θ(S(t)) =
,α =
2
0, S(t) < α
Fig. 10 presents the result of the quantization.
V. E VALUATION
In this section, we implement the proposed covert channel
attack on real devices and show the feasibility by several
experiments.
A. Setup
Eavesdropper. Different from the previous works that used
expensive near-field probes [21] and oscilloscopes to capture
PMU EMR, as shown in Fig. 11, we use an RTL-SDR
v3, a low-cost SDR device, and an LA400 magnetic loop
antenna [22]. The sampling rate of the RTL-SDR is 2 Msps.
We use a ThinkPad L490 to collect data from the RTL-SDR.
Victim (targeted device). We use two edge devices mentioned
in Section III, i.e., NVIDIA Jetson Nano and AGX Xavier.
As shown in Fig. 11, we place an eavesdropper near the
victim. The distance between the eavesdropper and the victim
is 25 cm.
Datasets and DNN models. There are three datasets we
used in the performance evaluation, i.e., MNIST [23], CIFAR10 [24], and Speech Commands [25].
• MNIST: The MNIST dataset is a handwritten digit
dataset. The dataset has 60,000 training samples and
10,000 testing samples. Each sample is a 28 × 28
grayscale image.
• CIFAR-10: The CIFAR-10 dataset is a 10-class image
dataset. The ten classes are airplanes, cars, birds, cats,
deers, dogs, frogs, horses, ships, and trucks. For each
class, it has 5,000 images for training and 1,000 images
for testing. The image sizes are 32×32 and in RGB color.
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Fig. 12. The inference time of hostile models on different devices. Each box
plot shows min, max, 25%, and 75% percentiles.

Speech Commands: The Speech Command dataset consists of 105,829 utterances of 35 words, including “Yes”,
“No”, “Up”, “Down”, etc. Each utterance is sampled at
16 kHz and stored in WAVE format. We select the first
ten classes in the dataset.
In summary, our evaluation datasets cover image, text,
and voice modalities and represent practical deep learning
applications.
•

B. Measurements of Hostile Models
Tab. I compares the performances of the benign models and
hostile models. The hostile models have smaller sizes while
maintaining similar accuracy. We run these hostile models on
Nano and AGX Xavier to measure the inference time. For each
hostile model on each device, we run the hostile model with
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CPU and GPU, respectively. Fig. 12 presents the inference
times of the hostile CIFAR-10, Speech command, MNIST
models on different devices. The inference times of different
classes of input samples exhibit a step pattern, which enables
the attacker to eavesdrop the inference result from the covert
channel.
C. Eavesdropping Performance
We use two metrics, Relative Time Difference (RTD) and
Sniffing Success Ratio (SSR), to describe the attack’s effect
quantitively. The RTD is the absolute difference between the
inference time of a sample measured on the targeted device
and the inference time the attacker gets from the covert
channel. An RTD close to 0 indicates the PMU EMR covert
channel well reflects the real inference time. The SSR is
defined as nsame /ntotal , where nsame denotes the number
of input sample labels that the attacker correctly infers from
the covert channel, ntotal represents the total number of input
samples used in the evaluation. The SSR describes how well
the estimation via the PMU EMR covert channel matches the
inference result from the DNN model.
Fig. 13 shows the box plot of the RTD of the PMU
EMR covert channel on different devices. The covert channel
describes the activity states of CPU/GPU on edge devices with
a maximum error of 11 ms. Notice that in the hostile models,
the inference time difference between two neighbor sample
classes (e.g., 1 and 2) is greater than the RTD. Thus, the
proposed attack works well on edge devices. The measured
SSR results are shown in Fig. 14, which are 100% on all
devices.
VI. L IMITATIONS AND C OUNTERMEASURES
This section discusses the limitations of the proposed covert
channel attack and possible countermeasures against it. A
limitation of the proposed covert channel attack is that the
attacker needs to obtain the proximity of the air-gapped device.
The PMU EMR attenuates significantly after propagating for
a certain distance. From our measurements, when the distance
between the loop antenna and the edge device is larger than
70 cm, we cannot differentiate the states of the processor from
the EMR signal. The EMR emitted by the PMU used to
build the covert channel is categorized as an electromagnetic
interference (EMI). The EMI may affect or even disable other
circuit components. Thus, many countries and agencies now

have requirements for manufacturers to control the EMI of
products [26]. Since the Buck converter in PMU is also a
source of EMI, the PMU EMR has limited power and cannot
propagate far away. Even the distance is limited, the attack
should arouse cybersecurity attention, because there are many
IoT and edge computing devices deployed and obtaining the
proximity to such devices distributed in the physical world
does not present a significant barrier to the attackers.
Now, we discuss the potential countermeasures against the
studied covert channel attack.
EMI control. A possible countermeasure is to reduce the EMI
so that the propagation distance of PMU EMR will further
reduce. Considering that the manufacturers have followed the
regulations regarding EMI, how to further reduce EMI is
an open and challenging issue. Another approach is to add
a physical shield to attenuate PMU EMR, which introduces
additional costs in manufacturing.
Eavesdropper detector. EarFisher [27] is a system that can
detect wireless eavesdroppers by simulating wireless eavesdroppers using bait network traffic and then capturing eavesdroppers’ responses by sensing and analyzing their memory
EMRs. However, in EarFisher, the traffic stimulus to trigger
the eavesdropper’s responses needs to be bigger than 2 MBps,
which is far beyond the data rate of the proposed covert
channel.
DNN inspection. The user can inspect the DNN model
structure to check whether it is embedded with a covert
channel. However, it needs adequate expertise because all
computation structures we use in the proposed covert channel
attack are useful. Moreover, in a privatization deployment
scheme, the model provider may encrypt the model file to
protect intellectual property.

useless computation. Moreover, compared with full-fledged
devices such as workstations and rack servers, edge devices
face a higher risk of attack because they are often deployed
at the frontier, especially in IoT. Besides, Intel’s x86-64
processors, we find that ARM processors and some GPUs are
vulnerable to the proposed covert channel attack.
Backdoor attacks on DNN. Backdoor attack injects backdoor
into a DNN model such that the backdoored model can
perform well on the main task and attacker-chosen task. On
the one hand, the backdoored model behaves normally on
the clean test dataset. On the other hand, it can misclassify
the input data samples with secret triggers, as the attacker
preferred. Gu et al. proposed Badnet, which generates a backdoored model by training on the poisoned training set [43].
By poisoning the clean dataset with efficient data samples
which contain the secret triggers and modified labels, the
model is injected with the backdoors during the training phase.
Chen et al. also use data poisoning to realize a targeted
backdoor attack [44]. Different from the Badnet, they focus
on the design of the secret trigger. Aiming at physically
implementable backdoors, they propose a pattern-key strategy
of generating more feasible triggers. Liu et al. focused on the
Trojan Attack to generate the backdoored model [45]. They
propose to generate the trigger based on values that would
induce the maximum response of specific internal neurons
in the model. In this way, they do not need access to the
clean training dataset. Although the above approaches achieve
high attack rates more than 90%, they solely focus on the
backdoored data samples to mislead a learning system, which
is orthogonal to this work. This work investigates how to steal
the inference results of a DNN model on an air-gapped device.

VII. R ELATED W ORK

This paper studies a new covert channel attack that leaks
the inference results on air-gapped devices. The covert channel
utilizes the electromagnetic radiation emitted by the power
management unit of the computing device. Experiment results
show that the hostile DNN model with the covert channel
design achieves similar memory usage and negligible classification accuracy drop, compared with the benign model. The
external attacker can then use a cheap software-defined radio
receiver to eavesdrop the inference results over the air. These
results call for further research on the countermeasures against
the covert channel attack based on neural network architecture.

Covert/side channels. Recent data exfiltration attacks exploit
physical channels to bypass network security inspection. These
physical channels spread in a broad spectrum, including
acoustic [28], thermal emanation [29], backscatter [30], and
magnetic field [31]. Researchers try to leverage EMR as a
side channel for extracting information from a targeted device.
GSMem [32] modulates memory EMR using binary on-off
keying. EMLoRa [33] adopts LoRa physical layer modulation
technique (Chirp Spreading Spectrum, CSS) for the EMR to
boost the communication range. Sehatbakhsh et al. [10] exploit
the EMR emitted by the power management unit for covert
communication and keystroke detection. Other researchers
utilize EMR side channels for device identification [34]–[36],
malware/intrusion detection [37]–[39], neural network reverse
engineering [40], hardware/software attestation [41], power
grid monitoring [42], and wireless eavesdropper detection [27].
Different from all existing works on EMR covert/side
channels that intentionally use useless computation to exhaust
CPU to create EMR, our attack implants the covert channel
in useful inference computation by manipulating the DNN
architecture. The proposed covert channel attack on DNN
models is more stealthy because it does not perform any

VIII. C ONCLUSION
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